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RPMS

- Computer program used by most IHS-funded facilities
- Includes:
  - Roll-and-scroll
  - EHR (electronic health record)
  - iCare
  - A few other GUI applications (GUI=graphical user interface; it means you can use a mouse)
Diabetes Management System

** Diabetes Management System **

** Version 1.0 **
SELLS HOSP
CURRENT USER: JENNIFER OLSON

MAIN MENU - DIABETES SCREENING

- PM  Patient Management
- RP  Reports ...
- RM  Register Maintenance ...
- DCL Delete Patient from the Register
- LM  ADD/EDIT DNS Letters
- SR  Switch to another DIABETES Register
- HNS  Browse Health Summary
- DO  Diabetes QA Audit Menu ...
- DMU Update Diabetes Patient Data
- HS  Generate Health Summary
- MHS  Generate Multiple Health Summaries
- QMAN  Q-Man (PCC Query Utility)

Select Diabetes Management System Option:
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***** WELCOME TO Q-MAN: THE PCC QUERY UTILITY *****

***************************************************************
** WARNING...Q-Man produces confidential patient information.  **
** View only in private. Keep all printed reports in a secure area.  **
** Ask your site manager for the current Q-Man Users Guide.  **
***************************************************************

Query utility: IHS PCC SUITE Q-MAN Ver. 2.0
Current user: DON HEAD
Chart numbers will be displayed for: CHEMAWA H CT
Access to demographic data: PERMITTED
Access to clinical data: PERMITTED
Programmer privileges: YES

Enter RETURN to continue or '^' to exit:
The following data items can be printed. Choose the items in the order you want them to appear on the printout. Keep in mind that you have an 80 column screen available, or a printer with either 80 or 132 column width.

1) Patient Name  48) Medicaid  95) Family Hx and Relation
2) First, Last Name  49) MEDICAID Y/N  96) Family History Relation
3) Chart #  50) Private Insurance  97) Family Hx Narrative
4) Terminal Digit #  51) PRIVATE INSURANCE Y/N  98) Family Hx Description
5) SSN  52) Third Party Eligibility  99) Hx of Surgery
6) Sex  53) Medicaid Plan Name  100) Most Recent TOBACCO H
7) Date of Birth  54) Pvt Ins Plan Name  101) Most Recent TB STATUS
8) Birth Month  55) Priv Ins Verified  102) Most Recent ALCOHOL H
9) Birth Weight (grams)  56) Pvt Ins Plan Type  103) Most Recent STAGED DM
10) Birth Weight (Kgs)  57) HRN Record Status  104) Most Recent Barriers
11) Race  58) HRN Disposition  105) Most Recent LEARNING
12) Ethnicity  59) Patient's Last Visit  106) Most Recent RUBELLA H
13) Age  60) Desig Prim Care Prov  107) Most Recent ACTIVITY
14) Age in Months  61) User Updating PCP  108) Date Last Alcohol Scr

Enter ?? for more actions

Select Item(s) + Next Screen  Q Quit Item Selection
Remove Item(s) - Previous Screen  E Exit Report
Select Action: S//
Questions or Comments?
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